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THE RESOURCES AGENCY OF CALIFORNIA
DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME
MARINE RESOURCES OPERATIONS
REPORT FOR THE MONTH OF JUNE 1965
A die-off of thousands of small hake occurred on shore near Eureka, Fort
Bragg, and Tomales "Bay_ A possible cause is that larger fish preying upon the
young drove them to the beach where they became stranded.
The crab landings. for the season ending in June at San Francisco were ver.y low
about 700,000 pounds in comparison to last seasons's 1.1 million pounds.
Shrimp fishing in Area B2, Bodega, is good and it looks as if the 'quota will
be reached in July •
. There was a rush of applications for seismic permits, apparently a result of
the Supreme Court's ruling on the California boundary.
A nutshell analysis through June shows: Salmon - the best start in years;
Kelp and sand bass - producing at- a record-breaking pace;~~'Barrac.tida.,,--,,1well
above recent average, many small fish; Rockfish - shortage of preferred game
fish stimulating rockfish catch; Calif. halibut - slightly below recent
average - still good; Bonito - from a record catch in 1964 to a feeble showing
in 1965; Yellowtail - where'd they go?
The first albaco~e of the season was caught by a sportsman on Huntington' Flats
on June 17. The b1uefin season seems to be developing about two months late.
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The Great Hubcap Caper
During the afternoon of June 23 9 a young man launched a do-it-yourself
war on poverty. His immediate objective was the hubcaps on cars in our
parking lot. He was soon discovered by an enemy patrol however, and MRO's
finest shock troops, Annine Phillips and Ken Aasen (their hubcaps were
involved) launched. an immediate counterattack. Faced with these overwhelm-
ing odds and completely outflanked, the culprit dropped his booty and fled
into the ~spha1t jungle, of Terminal Island - meanwhile, back at the ranch,
someone had phoned the cops.
When last seen, Annine and Ken were standing in the middle of the street
with a dozen hubcaps under each arm arguing with the local police who had
just arrived on the scene. We hope their CTa holds out.
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Sixth Annual Meeting of the Technical Sub-COIIIlnittee
of the International Trawl Fishery Committee
The sub-committee, consi.sting of chairman J.A" Thomson and C.R" Forrester,
Canada; Roy Rickey, Alaska; E.K. HolmQerg and Don Kauffman, Washington; A.R.
Magill and J.M. Van Hyning, Oregon; and T. Jow, California, met at Fisherman's
Terminal, Seattle, Washington on June 22 and 23. In attendance as observers
were L.A. Verhoeven, P.M.F.C. Executive Director, and Brad Pattee, Dwayne Day,
and Nick Pasquale of the Washington Department of Fisheries.
There were discussions on: the status of the respective fisheries of each
political sub-division, exchange of data, review of current and proposed
research programs, cooperative investigations, seismic problems, and
international problems.
The coastal trawl catch by Canadian and U. S. fishermen in 1964 was approxi-
mately 140 million pounds. Canada and Oregon had increased landi.ngs compared
to 1963 landings while Washington and Californffi experienced decreases,
As in previous meetings, the petrale sole fisheries were d~cussed in detail.
The effectiveness of current winter petrale restrictions on landings in,all
area,s 1?ut ,Ga,l:ifornia will be assessed after the 1966-67 season. California
biologi,st:1> wi'll , 'at :·tha,t,time ,present an "analysis 6f the unres ttic ted
Cal.~f_o,rni,.~petrale·fis,hery.: .
Exchange of data has proceeded smoothly among agenc ies and wi th P.M. F ,'C.
coordination. Research programs of all agencies will remain unchanged although
s~y,~ralpr()pose;dU.S. federal aid s tudiesmay' re'sul t in hew prOgrams. . '
".,'
Cooperative studies were reviewed and 'interest revived in the analysis of
English sale tagging results by agencies for publication in P.M.F.C. bu~letin
No.7. Future meetings will be altereq so that all agenda items will'be
covered during the first day and plans and implementation of cooperative,
studies will be discussed during the second day. '
The sub-committee expressed interest 1.n Russian trawling a'-~t].vu:y off th~
Canadian, Washington, and Oregon coasts and recommends that the parent;:
::;?~~~teeatt:en;tpt t9 'obtain information on the foreign trawlcatche's,:'
Th~ ;4bccoI;l1IIlit~eewill m~e~ in Oregon in 1966 and 'in NanaiIIio, British
Columbia ,In )967.
In addition to ,the sub-committee meetings, I was able to spend June 44 withfactflt'ymemb~r'9 at thoe.Universityof Washington' arid '8cientists at t.he Fish
ar:t:<l,)~,i,ld1if~ ,G~ar 'and Exp1oratory.Fish Base, Seattle. Tom Jow
',,1 -
:" ~;;.\ .1
"r"' ,'. ,,'._'
".. .~ ..
,. J. ~
j-;'-::.':'
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1. BOTTOMFISH
A. Fishery
Flatfish: Dover sale dominated the catch at Eureka and Fort Bragg.
Best catches were from 300-400 fathom depths, Petrale and English
landings in nor-thern Cali.fornia were moderate; the majority of fishing
effort was directed toward Dover, English sale was the leading species
in central California followed by Dover and petrale,
Favorable market conditions prevailed, Weather conditions curtailed
fishing activity slightly during the latter part of the month.
Rockfish: Landings were miner in northern California but there were good
landings of bocaccic and chilipepper at ports south of San Francisco.
B. Research
Flatfish: LaLdings were sampled at major ports from Santa Barbara to
Eureka,
Tags from several p-xper1.lIlents were recovered, Twenty-five Dover sale
tagged during 1962 and three Pacific halibut released in 1964 were
recaptured near ~he ao-eas of release off Eureka. Thirty-three petrale
tagged off Fort Bragg were recaptured, two about 550 miles north off the
Washington coast,
Statistical and tagging data were compiled for the sixth annual meeting
of the technical sub-committee of the International Trawl Fishery
Committee in Seattle, June 22 and 230
Program is on scheduleo
2. SHELLFISH
A. Fishery
Abalone: Rough weather in the Morro Bay area again has severely curtailed
abalone productiono Divers were able to work about 10 to 12 days but on
several of these days it was too rough for all but a few of the most
rugged, Catches were emall ranging from 2 dozen per day to 16 dozen.
The s ellfish hatchery at: Pigeon Point, San Mateo County, has been
developing methods and techniques for rearing abalone larvae, Several
spawnings have been initiated, the larvae collected, and carried through
metamorphosis to the benthic stages, Survival to the benthic stage
appears to be e. cellent, It is too early to determine how well the
benthic forms ,,'Lll sUPib,e 0
Crab: San Francisco area crab fishermen have suffered one of their
worst yearso Landings are only slightly more than 700,000 pounds in
contrast to 1.1 million last seaser.. The season's harvest is very
close to the low landings of 710,000 in the 1961-62 season. One boat
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continued to fish at Bodega, pulling his
boats are continuing to fish in Eureka.
Francisco and July 15 at Eureka.
traps once a week. ~1ly a few
Seasons end June 30 at San
Oyster: Production of oysters in the Morro Bay area has declined. One
plant has almost completely shut down due to disagreement among the
partners. The other plant is on a limited operational basis due to lack
of oysters.
The Pigeon Point shellfish hatchery has succeeded in obtaining a hatch
of the European Oyster (Ostrea edulus). Although several million larvae
were produced, this i q primarily an experiment to develop methods and
techniques for mass culture.
Coast Oyster Co. at Eureka conti.nues to harvest its Bi.rd rsland beds.
Their bat ray control program is showing signs of success; few adults
are appearing in the traps and only a fE:",,' juveniles have been taken in
recent seining expeditions.
Shrimp: In Area A, Eureka - Crescent City, approximately 500,000
pounds have been landed. Boats have been averaging 500 pounds per hour.
At Crescent City, fishermen are on a 3,000 pound per day limito
In Area B2, Bodega, the catch of shrimp increased during June.
boats made 9 trips averaging more than 900 pounds per hour. As
23, 213,000 pounds had been landed. The quota, 250,000 pounds,
be reached in early July.
No landings have been made from Area Bl or C.
B. Research
Four
of June
should
Crab: A literature search for history of the crab fishery revealed the
first. :recorded landings were in 1880 when 300,000 pounds were landed.
According to this record the crabs, which were caught in San Francisco
Bay and included males and females, averaged one pound each. Today the
average is two pounds with only males being harvested. At Eureka 5
tagged crabs, released outside of Humboldt Bay were recovered.
Oyster: Oyster samples were taken for ~ondition factor index.
Shrimp: At the temporary shellfish laboratory at Redwood City two
shrimp larvae reached the 12th stage of development approximately 13
weeks after hatching. The 12th stage is still a larval form; however,
metamorphosis to the juvenile form is expected to occur in the 13th or
14th stage.
Approximately 30 samples of shrimp were obtained from boats fishing outl
of Eureka and Crescent City. The second 1965 population survey of the
Area A bed was completed by the M/v ALASKA. A total of 117 valid tows
were made.
The Shellfish program is on schedule.
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3. PELAGIC FISH
A. Fishery
Landings in ton~ January 1 June 30
Species 1965*' 1964 1965 1964
Anchovy 200 164 735 888
Mackerel, Ja'k 5,200 7,002 10,900 17,682
Mackerel, Pacif},:::: 140 1,On 270 2,415
Sardines 125 316 500 1,175
Squid -2.QQ 1,461 3,500 4,261
TOTAL 6,265 10,020 15,905 26,421
*Esti.mated accumul=t .E'.J landings are revised monthly.
10 yr. mean
1954-1963
6,846
13 ,091
5,832
1,660
3,433
30,862
Jack mackerel landings continued to increase during June, and, al thoug h
below June 1964, were nearly three times the 10 year mean for the month.
A large portion of the landings were small fish, less than one year of
age, from San Clemente Island and Cortes Banks" A few loads of pure'
sardines were caught inshore of San Clemente Island between Newport Beach
and San Pedro.
All of the squid landings reported were from Monterey Bay.
Live Bait: Bait sales were somewhat less than like periods of previ.ous
years due to inclement weather which reduced sportfishing pressures.
Avila, in San Luis Obispo County, has been added to the growing list
(11) of ports where l1.ve ,ait is available. June was the first month this
year that quantities of live bait have been available in San Francisco
Bay. Fishermen reported 94,000 (est. 488 tons) scoops of bait sold in May.
B. Research
Cdding of jack Q>.sckeJ:e.l sample data was conti.nued 0 Age determinations
of anchovy, sardine, jack and Pacific macke:rel were conti.nued.
Work progre:3sed on the backlog of anchovy age composition data with a
pi.lot series now ready fot' computer processing"
Two "scale readi.ng" sE:ssi.or:s, about 3 days each, eliminated the backlog
of anchovy and sardine scales collected for age composition analysis 0
Sea Survey: No cruises were scheduled this month, but preparations for
our regular fall survey,,; were underway 0 We will have a series of five
20-day cruises to cove.r r.he coast from Magdale.na Bay, Baja California,
to San Francisc:o. The first cruise departs on July 220
Work continued on data reports for past years o We are slightly behind
schedule on producing finished reports, but are ahead of schedule on
the coding of data. Although some work on the legends and text will
remain to be completed, we should at least have the data for six years
ready for printing by August 1, as expected.
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Aerial Survey: Scheduled flights were cancelled~
Considerable effort was expended preparing project proposals for'
consideration under the Commercial Fisheries Research and Development
Act'!
4. TUNA
A.. Fishery
Conunerc ial fisherm.en netted about 300 tons of bluefin tuna (20-"0 to
30-p0'llnders) in mid-June near Moore Bank, whi.ch is located south. of Pt"
Abreojos, Baja California - only 80 tons have been landed" Compared
to previous seasons., the commerc ial fishery seem.s to be developing
nearby 2 months late" No bluefin were bagged by sportfishermeno
Al though several comm.ercial vessels scouted for albacore 1 none \Al8.S
caught" A fisherrnan aboard a half-day sportfishing boat, however,
brought one to gaff on June 17, while fishing "Huntington Flats." Bill
Craig examined this fish, and dispelled most of the rumors that had
developed, which stated that the catch was a hoax, and that in reality
it was an albacore that had been saved frozen from last season$
Bo Research (Albacore)
The NoB. SCOFIELD returned to port June 23, after a 3,OOO-rrli.le, albacore
survey. Two vessels chartered by the BCF, NATIVE SUN and TUNA CLIPPER,
and the U~So Navy picket fleet also participated in this month-long
expedition~
Only two albacore were caught. These wei.ghed 14 and 15 pounds and were
taken June 20, by the NATIVE SUN near the "Showboat Spot" some 250 miles
southwest of San Pedrow During the last week in June, several commercial
vessels sailed in search of albacore, but to no avai1 G We estimate that
the 1965 albacore run is now about two weeks late, compared to other
seasons.
The annual albacore newsletter was completed and mailed June 9, to 700
interested fishermen - most keep logs for us. The interest in albacore
fishing is so intense that one biologist-month (60 hours) was spent
handling requests for information received by telephone, from visiting
fishermen, and by radio. At times the telephone switchboard could not
handle the traffic.
c~ Research (Bluefin tuna)
Last month th.e Bureau of Commercial Fisheries and the Department of Fish
and Game cooperated in contracts with the Mission Bay Research Foundation
to use the vessels DORSAL and SEASCO for tagging bluefin tuna" This
month the BCF cancelled its contract because the skippers were late
getting their vessels underway.. The Department's contract was not
cancelled and John Seapin made a one-day cruise aboard the SEASCO on
June 30th - no bluefin tuna or albacore were sighted on the fishing
'grounds south of Santa. Catalina Island and San Clemente Island. Two
tagged bluefin were recaptured by connnercial seiners" One was tagged in
1963 and the other in 19640
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Clark Blunt and Dave Mackett have completed plans for using a double-
sampling computer program to estimate sample sizes needed in blue fin
tuna age determination and length frequency studies.
Our procedure manual for log abstxacting has been revised; abstracts
for the 1964 season were keypunched and Report I tabulated.
D. Schedule
The tuna program is well behind schedule because of vacancies, effort
devoted to the Department's planning project, and one man month lost
while handling a plethora of fishermen's requests for information.
5. SPORTFISH
A. Partyboat
Research
During May and June, .. 18 tagged sand bass were recaptured. Data collec t-
ed from eight, 11- to 14-inch fish indicate growth is abo~t 2 inches a
year for this size group. None of the recovered bass moved appreciably.
During cruises completed late in May and in mid-June, 297 California
halibut and 261 sand bass were tagged. Age and growth information
were collected from 163 large halibut and 1,369, 7- to 19-inch kelp
bass.
Fishery
A nutshell analysis through June shows: Salmon - the best start in years;
Kelp and sand bass - producing at a record-breaking pace; Barracuda-
well above recent average, many small fish; Rockfish - shortage of
preferred game fish stimulating rockfish catch; Calif. halibut - sligh~­
ly below recent average - still good; Bonito - from a record catch in .
1964 to a feeble showing in 1965; Yellowtail - where'd they go?
Striped bass - in a class with yellowtail - maybe salmon fishing too much
competition.
The catch of key marine species accumulated through May compare with
1964 totals as follows:
Through May
Rockfish
Kelp-sand bass
Barracuda
Bonito
Calif. halibut
Salmon
Yellowtail
Striped bass
Project is on schedule.
1965
480,787
266,319
146,831
67,910
35,620
26,479
2,044
1,055
1964
31.5,595
173,823
87,570
141,158
47,674
21,733
5,413
5,284
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Bo Environmental and Behavioral Studies of Coastal Sportfish
DJ F22R-l
Our contract report, "The Marine Environment i.n the Vicinity of the
Orange County Sanitation Districts Ocean Outfall~" was presented to
the Santa Ana River Basin Regional Water Quality Control Board
(Number 8) who approved and accepted it at their June nlee ting. This
report is now being submitted for formal publication in California Fish
and Game.
Job completion reports were prepared and are being typed for submission
to DoJo Coordination - Sacramento 0
We continued working on our contractual report, "Survey of the Marine
Environment Offshore of Point Lorna," and our project manuscript
"Artificial Reef Ecology."
Project divers obtained a sample of lobsters for length/weight determina-
tion and biological information 0 We renewed the tape in our continuous·
recording thermometer placed 10 feet down in an underwater cave last
month $ Last month's temperatures at this site, at San Clemente Island,
ranged from 55° to 60°F, and exhibited diurnal fluctuations.
Project on schedule 0
c~ Blue Rockfish Management Study (DJ FI9R-4)
The maturity and fecundity study is nearing completion. Several more
post-spawning samples are needed to terminate the study.
Aging has fallen behind schedule, but more effort will be expended on
this in the near future~
Young fish of the year trapped at Monterey averaged around 60 rom total
length. This length compares favorably to fish of the same age trapped
in June., 1964.
Several hundred blue rockfish were caught by hook-and-line and released
to determine survival of released fish.
A skindiving meet at Fanshe11 Beach, Monterey Peninsula, was attended on
June 270 Work is proceeding on catch analysis from 1961-64. Project is
nearly on schedule.
Do Southern California Marine Sport Fish Survey (DJ F20R)
\
Routine samp1i.ng of shoreline sportfishing activity continued throughout
the month~ A refinement introduced into the sampling plan will allow
for greater probability of including in our survey those anglers who begin
their fishing activities late in the dayo -
Two additional seasonal aids joined the project during the month to conduct'
routine field survey work, thereby freeing permanent personnel for process-
ing and analysing data previously gathered 0 In this regard, we were able
to begin working up data amassed during the skiff and yacht sampling
program conducted in 1964Q
..: -10 ..:
An aerial survey of shoreline sportfishing activity from Jalama Beach
to the Mexican border was made on June 3.
Project personnel represented the Department at skindiving competitions
sponsored by the Greater Los Angeles Council of Divers at Dana Park
Cove on June 13 and Aliso Beach Park on June 27. Duties included
identifying and measuring all fish taken by divers.
The project is on schedule.
6. SPECIAL PROJECTS
A. Southern California
The sea lion aerial census, the first since 1961, was flown from June
1 through JUDe 3. The entire California coast from Oregon to Mexico and
all the offshore islands we_re covered. The census, scheduled for 5-year
intervals, included all the pinnipeds this year. Visual counts and
aerial photography were used to make population determinations. Figures
will be available when the photographs have been received and counts made.
The second of four sea otter counts scheduled for 1965 was made on June
2.
The rush of seismic appli.cations continued during June as a re,.ult of
the Federal ruling on California tidelands.
The delivery of quarry rock for the Ventura Marina artificial reef,
scheduled for June 23, was delayed until the equipment operators'
strike is settled.
Progress was made on the Santa Monica Bay Trawl Study manuscript.
Project is on schedule.
B. Northern California
The first week of June was spent on the sea lion survey. Preliminary
estimates indicate there has been little change in the total population.
The fish we' i r near Newark was completed but has not been fished due to
lack of personnel. All regular stations of the San Francisco Bay
Study were sampled. Technical assistance and an outboard boat and
motor were made available to Region 3 Game Management personnel for
collection of duck food samples in south San Francisco Bay.
Technical assistance was given Mr. Joseph McMahon of Small Craft Harbors
in test block study relating to bores in San Francisco Bay.
7. BIOSTATISTICS
A. Data Processing
Regular Reports:
The April 1965 statistical reports of landings and shipments were
completed.
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The May marine partyboat catch record was completed and a letter
summarizing the catch was mailed 0
The 14th period 1964 statistical reports of landings and shipments
were tabulated 0
The May cannery and processor reports were compiled and a letter
summarizing the tuna case pack was distributed.
The Pacific Mackerel Report III for the February and March peri.ods was
eompi1ed"
The 1964 annual trawler report and 1964 oyster listing were completed.
Special Reports~
The 1965 shrimp permittee list plus two supplements were, com,piled and
distributed.
The 1964 b1uefin log listi.ng was tabulated for the Tuna Program.
Data on distribution of zooplankton i.n a San Diego County reservoir
was punched, verified and a listing completed for Arlo Fast.
A table 1isti.ng the landings of a random sample of twenty abalone boats
during 1964 was compiled for Mr. Gordon Baer o
At Mro Bissel's request, a table of commercial and sport landings at
Port Hueneme and Oxnard during 1962 to 1964 was compilede
Fie1d~
Travel was restricted to the Los Angeles-Newport area during most of
the month, except for a trip to Morro Bay with stops in Ventura,
Santa Barbara and Morro Bayo
The usual questions, such as species and fisherman identification,
were resolved to facilitate the editing of fish receipts.
Work in Progress:
The June commercial fish receipts and partyboat logs are being edited.
B. Technical Assistance and Biometrical Analysis
Statistical and Mathematical Analysis:
A paper describing the shrimp sea survey sampling plan ,vas started.
Com.puters;
Bugs whE h were detected in the sable fish boat-catch analysis program
have been removed and the program has been successfully tested on the
complete set of 1963 data.
Work continued on the albacore fishing power program.
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8. BIOLOGICAL NOTES
A die-off of thousands of small hake (3 inches) were observed at
Cleone Beach, north of Fort Bragg. Adult hake carcasses with stomach
contents consisting of small hake were also littered on the beach.
Similar reports of small fish die-offs came from Tomales Bay area and
the Samoa peninsula near Eureka. A possible explanation, at least for
the Fort Bragg mass die-off. is that the adults preying upon the young
drove them up on the beach where they were stranded.
A Pacific awning clam Solemya sp. in excellent condition was received
from the trawler MARY ANN. Skipper Russ Wilson said the specimen was
taken in 380 fathoms west of Eureka.
A dive was made at Prisoner Rock, Trinidad Bay to check the reported
die-off of rock scallops. All of the larger rock scallops (4-6 inches)
observed were dead, but still attached to the substrate.
Publication Status
By the end of June, galleys had been received from the printer on the
July i.ssue of Californi.a Fish and Game, on Fish Bullet.ins 130 and 131
(Northern California Sportfish Investigation, and the Commercial Squid),
and on the Statistical Circular. Proofs on Calif. Fish and Game and
the Statistical Circular had been corrected and returned to the printer
prior to July 1.
The printer has promised to send a revised ozalid proof on the Albacore
Bulletin (128) on July 7. page proofs on the July issue of California
Fish and Game on July 9. and an ozalid proof on the Marine Mammal
Booklet on July 15.
The Catchable Trout Bulletin (127) was received from the printer during
June and is to be mailed shortly.
9. VESSELS
ALASKA
The entire month of June the ALASKA was conducting a shrimp study off
Eureka and Crescent City. Days scheduled: 30; days operated: 30.
N. B. SCOFIELD
From the first through the twenty t.hird the vessel conducted the annual
albacore exploratory work in the offshore area of the Eastern Pacific.
The balance of the month the crew was on C.T.O. Days scheduled: 23;
days operated: 23.
NAUTILUS
From the first through the eighteenth the NAUTILUS engaged in sand bass
tagging program off Oceanside and San Diego coastal area. From the 19th
through the 30th the vessel engaged for one week in S.F. Bay Study and
one week in crab work off San Francisco. Days scheduled: 30; days
operated: 28. Two days lost due to engine repair.
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MOLLUSK
Secure d the entire month.
10. MISCELLANEOUS
A. Meetings, Talks and Visitors;
June 1
June 2
June 3
June 8
June 9
June 10
June 11
June 11
June 11
June 15
June 15
Roedel, Greenhood and Frey met. wi.t.h Sacramento Planning
Unit in Sacramento.
Regular monthly meeting, Sacramento.
Roedel and Johnson interviewed Carry, Steele, Royal and Monti
as part of their Committee of Two assignment.
ConLinui.ng t.he CommittE.e of IWo '..Jork, Roe.del and Johnson
spent the day in San Diego interviewing Brock, Minor, Martin,
Wagner and Ballinger.
Roedel, Greenhood and Frey met with Sacramento Planning Unit
at CSFL.
MRO staff meeting, CSFL.
Roedel, Kaneen, and Johnson met with Henry Wright, Western
Oil and Gas and Richard Karshner Shell Oil, regarding
conflicts with fishermen on the offshore area.
Carlisle met with Mr. Lambert of Texaco to review seismic
plans, T.I.
Santa Ana River Basin Regional Water Quality Control Board
(#8) meeting; Newport Beach, presentation of contractual
report, "The Marine Environment in the Vicinity of the
Orange County Sanitation Districr:s' Ocean Outfall," T"urner.
Richard F. Karshner, Land Mgr. of Shell Oil Co., met
Orcutt at Menlo to discuss seismic operations planned off
central California during 1965.
Roedel, Kaneen and Johnson met with a group of commercial
fishermen in Santa Barbara to discuss problems raised by
oil exploration.
June 16-20 Fitch attended the American Society of Ichthyologists and
Herpetologis U:', Lawrence, Kansas. In all, 255 people from
all the United States plus Canada and Mexico were registered
and in attendance. Forty-eight papers were presented during
t.he ichthyological sessions (held separately from the
herpetological portions) and these covered a wide assortment
of fishes, fields of research, and problems. In addition,
a 4-hour symposium was held to discuss endangered fish species-
most of these having become threatened through man's activi~ies
such as pollution, habitat eradication, construction projects,
etc.
June 17
·~ 1'4 -
Committee of Two interviewed Mr, Gorby at Tlo
June 17-18 San Diego Regional Water Quality Concrol Board (19)
meeting, San Diego; discussion of diving surveys and future
contractual studies, Turner 0
Jtine 18 Warden Carling and Biologist SmiLh presented a 2 hour lecture
on edible fauna of the Humboldt Bay area to instructors and
students of Stead AFB Survival School, Reno, Nevada, during
their campout in South Bay.
June 18 Carlisle met with Max Ernest and Robert Zieve, Pan Petroleum
Co o. Cif Denver to review seismic plans> To 1 0
June 21 Sgto Bob Kennedy, Stead AFB Survival Training School, visited
the Eureka Laboratory 0
June 21 Carlisle. met with Roy Earhart of Signal Oil and Mr. Black of
Continental Oil to review seismic plans, T 010
June 21-23 Abramson, Mackett and Spaulding attended the WNAR Biometrics
Society meetings in Riversideo
June 22 Captain Gray and Warden Monroe met with Smith to report on
the resolution of pink ticket reporting procedures.
June 22-23 T, Jaw attended the meeting of the Technical Sub-Committee
of the International Trawl Fishery Committee..
June 22-24 Roedel, Greenhood and Frey participated in a Planning
meeting with the consul tants in Sacramento.
June 24-25 Fitch presided at the Western Division meetings of the ASIH
held at Riverside this year. Between 35 and 60 people were
in attendance for the various papers. The first day was
taken up with submitted papers, primarily by students, but
the second day involved a symposium entitled "California's
fossil heritage." One of" the seven symposium papers involved
the fossil reptile and amphibian record while the others all
involved fish. Titles of the fish pape:rs were: "The fossil
shark and ray record," "Miocene fish imprints," "Fish remains
from archaeological sites in the southwestern United States,"
'~ comparison of recent and fossil members of the family
Chauli.odontidae," "Fish scales from Santa Barbara basin
sediments," and "Fossil otoliths from Pacific coast deposits."
The lC'.E:t-named paper was presented by John Fi.tch.
Generally it was obvious that we are rapidly losing ground in
the world of fos~ils, m~inly because of man's activities
. which are usually -termed "progress ,f' Almost daily, new foss il
d'eposits are destroyed, covered up, or otherwise "lost" because
of construct.ion projects, earth removal projects, cut-and-fill
,- projects, etc, In some ways, the fossil fauna is in just as
~ir~ ~traits aa the living fauna.
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June 24-25 Pinkas and Oliphant attended the AAAS meetings in
Riverside,
June 25
June 26
June 28
June 29
June 30
June 30
B. Personnel:
June 7
June 9
June 30
June 30
AAAS meetings, Riverside; Turner and Ebert.
Roedel attended the annual meetIng of the California
WIldlIfe Federation in Long Beach.
Committee of Two interviewed R. Welch, Fort Bragg.
Committee of lwo surveyed Eureka area conferring with Salo,
Phebus, Larry Lazio and Riley.
Committee of Two completed this tour interviewing Mr.
Wenderoth in San Francisco.
Mr. Brian A. Hurrell) canne y manager for South Australian
Fisherman's- Co-op. LTD. visited the CSFL.
Marie Kroenecke appointed Jr. Typis t Clerk.
Paul A. Gregory was appointed Aquatic Biologist I, Menlo Park.
Betty Wright, lute .media te Account Clerk, separated.
Natividad Tanega, Intermediate Account Clerk, separated.
~cGQ
Manager
jg/IOO
•The Resources Agency of California
Department of Fish and Game
Marine Resources Operations
SHELLFISH PROGRAM
•
The shellfisheries included in the Shellfish Program, crab,
shrimp, abalone, oysters and clams, rank high both in total
pounds harvested and in value among California's commercial
fisheries. In addition, millions of pounds of abalone and
thousands of pounds of clams and crab are taken each year by
sportsmen.
These several shellfish resources are truly California wealth
for they lie within state territorial jurisdiction or adjacent
to the three mile limit. Under proper research and management,
they can yield continued benefits to the State.
The maximum objective of the program is to accumulate the facts
pertinent to the elements of the environment and biota of the
fishery so that predictions can be made and controllable factors
managed to hold production at the maximum.
The minimum objective is to determine causes of variability in
productivity, controllable or not, so that useless expenditure
of effort and funds on ineffective mangement measures can be
avoided.
OYSTER AND CLAM PROJECT
Perspective
The oyster industry is unique among the fisheries of the State
in that it produces a valuable food product by utilizing an
otherwise non-productive environment. Since oyster culture
produces harvestab1e crops from imported seed, it is co~lete1y
manageable, and production is an asset not realized without
planting and culturing.
Oystering has been carried on in California since the completion
of the transcontinental railroad. From 1930 to 1940, the
Department made experimental plantings, but it was not until
after 1951 that it actively fostered development of oyster
culture and encouraged increased plantings. As a result, oyster
culturing activity increased tremendously during the next decade.
Landings have soared upward. The industry is in its formative
years and can become of major importance among our marine fisher-
ies.
The Fish and Game Commission's policy is to encourage production
of shellfish by culture on allotted state water bottoms. The
Oyster Project has directed its activities in accord with this
policy.
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Size ';and' vai~eof'Oyst~r'indu~try
By 1963, the Department !:la,s; ,Cj.l1otted ,9,395 acres of State-owned
water bottoms for oyster' cti1ture~ these allotments are in
Humboldt Bay, Tomales Bay, Drakes Estero, San Pablo Bay, and
Morro Ba;y? ~e incfeas~: iplanp.,ings, bet~een 1953, and, 1957
demonst;-·~teS'jl=he r~p~dgrQw;t~" ot~the '~n~ustry,; from"ab,<:>ut
300, 000,: PQ\lnds ,to, over ,,11'nii.l1i:On:,pounds. '"this, high level has
continu~~t; i~ti'th~r~,.is p.B~~nt,:taI',for,IIlore, proch.l~tion. '
;, ~i ",' ,'( ".;. 'OBJECTIVE
(1) ,.~nagem~I)t .activi~i~s:al;~"dire<;:itedtoward development of
SOUIJ~:L~bAses' fQr admirii$t~atiVe'·pr,Qcedures, policies, r~gulations,
and~;9~s~h~c;~ss~rY',f6£ the 'D~p~i;m~nF. :~nd Connnis's~9n to manage
the" i:ishery. ' "", " ",',:," ,i
OY~~~l='in!L~nd;t!:l~jp:J;q~leII.1s of.;,l~Ilq \iti,lization, w9i~h, ,acc;pmpany
sgell.~~s~,.'cu~t~reJ}~Ver8~~f1.';y~~~t;p.e•~tatei ;for: e1gl\t:r yea;r~,. , ,
W~~~,st.he- l;t}S:Pras7:1n ,,0Y~f;:er~mp' ~pt~Y1~Y s~nce 1Q52,:tt is,:
necessary per10d1cally tp).,;~v~,s,e,,~ec~~on~;of ~:Jle,.Fis[Land Ga~~ ,
Code pertaining to she11f1sh and to amend Commission Rules and
~ed~l,at;qI,l~0;., ,Manag~m~~h~l:lst;::J;,fa;l,ec;t, thedeve19pm~nts i~, the
1n ~~E;Xr;d8(':.:,:: c;",.~i :'_L Tt.'>Jl.l "'C" ".;\,J,' j', .. "",,) ,; ,"
oystetdp¥8d~Jf~6~~'·fi~ls:l~gg~~~c~n3v~~.~I~i~:l~~x£gu~t)t~im~i~t~i~~~<; .~:,~
high level of production. However, we must recognize other
forms of wealth harvestable from our bays~ Portions of these
bays yield clams soug~9Z~~nqh~A~Bo~RAcR~8qtgger. Certain
areas are better used for oyster production. Still other areas
are of primary value for th~yq~;~r,~~~~rowthof eel grass, the
main food for thousands of clack Drant which winter in our bays
eac~j~lj~r!,;;r\.;J 'Jo L~JJ;·.l~.Ir!;:,j::; 9I:lJ dGomr, ~l.uf'_(;1!J ~, ·Z,i.Ji;;L;r,;Ii 'Z<iJ~v_:_, ::)l~t'
The Oy~ftr.~~~J:~;~:~~t~;~i4~'£~~~~~~!~;~e~~~y~:~{~h:p~t,~~6e~~:;:.. ~~::~l:
fa~tt9.131~ r~l0~1I!<1. i J . < k:l:;;ld b:,.J :r. ... q:Tf t !'JlI..• ·,ri <:~ <C ,"J '-' i z'~r-:~ f~ =..oj ).i",1! :.:;::' ''; , .. 1", :: 'i
(2)' R~f~~£~J1f I1d"eiJfeleg CiirJ :Jd'€iig{teJ lt6;··~~t:M~.:g~'~~~g~,ci~1~<i~~~~l' .:1:
for bases of culture procedures to maintain~a maximum continued .
ha.nv~~~ q~~~ }I?;~~,~;i.?f1 ,:~,~~~. Olt'~~:~~J I~n~: (~~~:e,~. Il$~}t ~~.! ~~~.~~~~~~ 2\: (_~bay: • ~.-,'! ,'II,IV,l. c,'} \,1(1:'[ !1lt,l:r .f"Pu11r,,~ l.v.,! .::'\~""_':"'.'_IC.d';:-\.l,; "'.: ""-'
~ l\ -.. . .. . ~.
[r"'l'in i,)!'· i'~,',i/, J,i.r,Jud' rl.!~fl1jnr.Jch,::<,'j,:':·';'tl(1(jf.'..1-:;f,;:"jD I,!::..;,;"!·j'- ."k
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B. Liaison with shellfish biologists in Washington,
Oregon and with culturists in industry is main-
tai~ed to ex hange information to gain best
production procedures.
C. Liaison with Health Department and pesticide
labora.tories .and cooperation in special surveys
and studies of shellfish toxins and effects of
chlorinated hydrocarbons on shellfish is continuous.
II. Culture Studies
I. Tidal flat az:d hanging culture experiments are
conducted with different species of bivalves in
various bays to determine~
a. Survival of seed.
bo Growth rate.
Co Condition (shell meat~size
relationship) 0
This in£ormatiDn is used in promotion of fullest
use of water bottoms for food production.
2. Ground planting experiments are made for comparison
of survival, growth and condition of bivalves from
differe t environmental conditions.
3. Pest control methods are studied to reduce oyster
and clam mor.talities.
III. Reari~g Stud~
I. A prospectus has been prepared for a marine
resources rearing laboratory to develop practical
methods or producing seed of shellfish for
enhancement of the resource 0
IV. Statistical Studies
I. EditiTIg and analysis of fish receipt information
is accomplished at Menlo Park and Eureka
Laboratories to determine relative production of
our several bays and state land allotted for shell-
fis, culture.
Vo Mana.g~lent ~S~}vitie,~
L Allotments of Sta. ...e water bottoms are reviewed to
promote shellfish culture in accordance with
Departmental Operations Manual.
2. Records of the shellfishing activity and compliance
with laws and regulations are maintained.
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30 Inspections and pest control measures are applied
to prevent spread of she+lfish predators in state
waters 0
40 A Shellfish Importation Report is issued each year.
Vlo Publication
10 A report on culture and survey activities is to
be prepared in 1966.
SHELLFISH PROGRAM
CRAB PROJECT
Perspective
The market crab» Cancer magister, ranks commercially as one of
the ten marine piooucts of California - both in pounds and in
value.
The first legislative protection given crabs was in 1897 when a
law was enacted prohibiting possession and sale of female market
crabs. The minimum size limit for males was set at six inches
in 1903 and increased to seven inches in 1911. Crabbing seasons
have been designed to harvest crab during the period when they
are in prime condition, and savings gear provisions are designed
to protect small crabs.
These regulations have proved adequate in maintaining the stocks
of market crab at levels that have provided good harvests.
Recent years, however, have proved to be trying times for those
engaged in the fishery. Landings which reached a peak of over
19 million pounds during the 1956-57 season dropped to just over
1.6 million pounds in 1962-63 when the Eureka-Crescent City
catch dropped to 711,000 poundso
The previous season, San Francisco fishermen had suffered a
record low of 707,000 pounds.
These lows are apparently the results of temporary changes in
ocean conditions that have affected larval survival. Fishing
pressure continues to be extremely heavy on reduced stocks, and
we have increased our efforts to understand the interrelation-
ships between the crab and its environment.
OBJECTIVE
The objective of this project is to maintain the crab resource
for optimum sustained yield.
Work in the crab project has included studies of the fishing
industry, savings gear experiments, exploratory fishing, and
life history investigations. Emphasis now is to determine age
and growth, natural and fishing mortality, and recruitment as
related to spawning stock.
Studies Through 1965
1. Age and Growth
Age and growth have been satisfactorily followed through the
12th instar using the length-frequency method. To carry this
study through the 16th instar (legal size), observations will
Prepared by Richard Pooie s March 19650
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be made aboard commercial and research vessels. Regular
observation of the commercial catch both in the market and
aboard crab boats is scheduled. Market and sea samples are
being made for catch analysis in the continued surveillance
of the commercial operation. This phase is part of a
continuous survey of the resource to follow trends of the
fishery.
Tagging is being used to supplement the length-frequency
picture and gain much needed information about the growth
per molt. Age and growth work will be completed for a
bulletin in 1966.
2. Recrui tment
Recruitment data are being obtained along with those on age
and growth. Analysis of the growth data should answer the
question about the youngest age group marketed and the
percentage of that group marketed.
Pre-season cruises are also conducted each year in randomly
selected areas to estimate the coming season's harvest.
Catch per unit of effort is used to measure relative
abundance and is compared with past pre-season surveys.
Future recrllitment is estimated from the relative abundance
of sub=legal males. Shell condition and other life history
observations are also made on these cruises.
3. Mortality
Mortality studies are conducted coincident with studies of
size and age. Fishing mortality is being determined by
tagging studies conducted on pre-season cruises. Oregon and
California cooperated on a tagging project in 1962, and
Oregon biologists are encouraged to join the research
cruises near the California-Oregon border. It may be possible
to compute natural mortality when other segments of the
population dynamics study are completed~ Tagging and
mortality studies will be presented in the bulletin in 1966.
4. Life History
Life history data are collected throughout each year. These
consist of maturity studies, mating activity as determined
by observation of the male crab, egg release and development,
including time of occurrence of these activities, predators -
both larval and adult = and other life history noteso
50 Ca,tch Ana~is
6. ,Crab Bu.lletin,.R,:r:epa:cation
Data collected since 1948 are being organized for a bulletin
which will include information on the fishery, landing data
since 1918~ life history, tagging~ and age and growth, effort,
pre~season predictions, literature review, and biostatistical
analysis of population and tagging studies. It is scheduled
for completion in 1966.
Special reports are also to be prepared as necessary.
SHELLFISH PROGRAM
SHRIMP PROJECT
Perspective
The shrimp fishery~ based on a resource delineated and developed
as a result of Departmental research and management, has grown
for eleven years. We have proceeded cautiously in management to
assure a continuing yield from the fishery.
Complicated phenomena resulting in unpredictable rates of recru~t­
ment and natural mortality have prompted us to apply a quota
system as a means of limiting the total take so that the un-
harvested part of the resource (spawning stock) will remain in
sufficient strength to provide future recruitment. We feel that
controlled harvest of the large bed off northern California can
do much to support continued high yield. With uncontrolled
fishing of this large bed straddling the California-Oregon line,
a failure of this fishery is not impossible. The history of
fishing of closely related species in other parts of the world
has demonstrated this"
The shrimp fishery is the only commercial fishery over which the
Fish and Game Commission has regulatory power. We have recommended
conservative management procedures to the Commission, although
restrictions relating to gear, seasons, and quota have been made
more liberal when the record indicated it advisable. Despite
this, we have at times met with strong criticism from fishermen,
dealers, port authorities and others. Notwithstanding, our
record is documented as the most successful from Mexico to
Canada.
OBJECTIVE
The research program is designed to gain answers to the complica-
ted biological problems involved in the harvest of a limited
resource of an extremely vulnerable short-lived species.
The shrimp studies outlined below represent the recommended
minimum. MOre should be done if additional funding is possible.
Major emphasis will be placed on the analysis of all accumulated
shrimp data for the past 10 years. Cruises will be kept at the
minimum necessary to evaluate the condition of shrimp beds. Other
field work will consist of catch sampling and interviews with
fishermen.
Work Plan Through 1967
1. Biological Studies
Ao Catch sampling at the ports of Eureka, Crescent City,
Brookings~ Fort Bragg, Bodega Bay, and Morro Bay from
April~'November each year to determine size, sex and
Prepared by W. Ao Dahlstrom, April 1965
III. Cruises
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weight of shrimp catchese Analysis of this information
and cruise data determines year class composition,
growth rates, mortality rates, and sex reversal pattern
of year classes.
B. Study of larvae to determine their distribution,
development, and methods of identification.
A cooperative research project with Pacific Marine
Fisheries Commission is being conducted in 1965 to hatch
ocean shrimp and rear them in the laboratory to establish
methods of larval identification.
Studies of larval shrimp and rearing techniques are to
be continued and refined beyond activities possible in
a small make-shift aquarium room in our warehouse. The
new shellfish laboratory proposed for the Santa Cruz
vicinity would provide facilities for a more sophisticated
study.
II. Conditi9E of the Fishery
A. On-the-spot coverage at ports and at sea to confer with
fishermen in regard to catch trends, area of catches,
and movement of bedse
B. Analysis of log book data at Eureka and Menlo Park
Laboratories.
I. To compile catch and effort data.
2. To delineate catch locations and variations within
seasons.
April~ June, and October for 1965, 1966
April and October~ 1967.
A. Population studies including estimates of recruitment
by year classes~ determination of fishing, and natural
mortality, estimation of size of spawning stock, and
relation between spawning stock and recruitment. The
cruise stations and sampling program are designed
biostatistically to establish definite confidence limits
on data.
B. Temperature, depth, salinity, and substrate in relation
to location and size of shrimp beds.
C. Incidental fish identification, counts, and weights.
IV. Statisti~_analy~s of all accumulated shrimE dat~
To determine condition of resource, present and past, and
determine firm bases for the quota system or other mangement
procedures and to determine data needed for statistical
analysis to replace or supplement cruise efforts.
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Vo Bul~etin~~.2~~~pared during 1965-66 fiscal year
Contents to include~
History of the fishery
Life history data, including age and growth
Cruise data
Landing statistics
Sampling data
Gear studies
SHELLFISH PROGRAM
ABALONE PROJECT
Perspective
The abalones of California provide a unique, valuable, and
historic fishery. It is the only fishery in which fishermen
must use diving gear, and the catch cannot be exported from
the state. The commercial catch has increased from 70,000
pounds in 1916 to over 4.3 million in 1963, ranking 13th in
value in relation to other fisheries. Because they are taken
both by sportsmen and commercial fishermen, abalones have
always attracted considerable interest. For many years, lack
of basic biological knowledge and quantitative information
caused an almost continuous dispute between commercial and
sports interests. Because the fishery is unique, it is of
concern to conservationists and nature groups as well as those
actively engaged in the harvest of abalone.
The abalone project was established in 1951 when the State
Legislature directed the Department to initiate a study to
determine whether the north coast could support a commercial
abalone fishery without endangering the present sport fishery
and to determine whether abalones were maintaining themselves
in present commercial fishing areas. In 1957, the program was
broadened to include investigation of the pink abalone of
southern California. Several coastal and island study
stations were established. Up to 1960, approximately three-
fourths of the time of project was field work. In 1961, a
report of the work was issued and field work was reduced to a
minimum of an annual cruise inspecting the several stations.
In 1962, a Bulletin was issued, presenting a comprehensive
account of abalone, a history of the fishery, and results of
investigation.
Objective
The objective of the abalone program after the initial phase
was completed in 1961 has been to monitor the fishery and
augment biological information by cruises to field stations in
southern and central California. In 1964, the program was
modified to an intensive study of central California commercially
harvested areas to deterrrline numbers and sizes of abalones
present. Field studies are to be confined to this study
through 1966.
Project Studies
To Field study stations are selected at random and are visited
by divi.ng during the year to make counts and size determina-
tions. The following general ecological conditions are
observed:
'Prepar-ed by Kerth Cox, April 1965
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A. Changes in the Environment
I. Physical changes caused by storms, etc.
2. Increa.ses or decreases in abundance of
marine algae and benthic organisms.
B. Incidental Life History Studies
I. Spawning and reproduction observations to
determine times and magnitude of spawnings.
2. Food and feeding - to observe food
preferences and feeding habits
C. Effects of predators and parasites
D. Effects of commercial pressure within the area
II. Other activities are~
A. Keeping up with current literature
B. Providing technical advice on abalone problems
Co Limited laboratory investigations to determine
methods and techniques for rearing abalone from
fertilized egg through metamorphosis to benthic
stage.
Discussion
Observations made at the study stations have involved general
. ·environmental changes as well as some indication of fishing
pressures. Significant variations in growth rate have been
. observed as well as effects of pollution and predators.
Estimates of total numbers of abalone within limited areas have
been made •
. Commercial and sports pressures continue to increase, however,
commercial landings have stabilized between 400 - 4.7 million
.' pounds per year. Slow landings are reflections of adverse
natural conditions, such as reduced food supply, predators, and
poor weather. Limited censusing of the sports fishery indicates
lower catches~ although effort in most cases has increased.
Although miniw~m size lirrdts assure that biological reserves of
abalones will not be descroyed, naturally caused population
fluctuations will be reflected in landings. Landings in excess
of 5 million pounds per year are not anticipated. In some
.' areas, the depredations of predators has become of concern to the
commercial industry.
Abalone hatchery and rearing techniques cp.rried out on a
commercial basis were investigated in Japan in 1963 and 1964.
After careful evaluation of the processes and discussing the
feasibil.ity of shellfish hatching and rearing with workers in
this country~ we believe a culture laboratory for the purpose of
rearing shellfish and other marine life should be established.
The 'procedures for hatching and rearing shellfish larvae to
settling size developed by the Eng,lish, Japanese, and Fish and
Wildlife Service should be applied to obtain fundamental in-
formation needed concerning our marine specieso An important
laboratory study would be the rearing of abalone to develop
techniques leading to increased shellfish culture in California.
A modest b't~ginning has already been made with temporary laboratory
set~ups in rearing abalones from fertilized egg through metamor-
phosis to the benthic or crawling stage, crabs through all
larval stages, and shrimp through four larval stageso
Methods for conditioning adult shellfish for out~of~season
spawning have already been developed and spawning and rearing of
young abalones may be possible on a year round basis, provided
adequate facilities are made available.
